[Surgical ablation therapy - lessons learned].
Atrial fibrillation (AF) is the most frequent sustained arrhythmia affecting more than 5% of the population above 65 years resulting in loss in quality of life and life expectancy. Since the introduction of the MAZE procedure, an increasing number of surgical approaches have been implemented for the treatment of AF. During past years a variety of devices such as application of unipolar and bipolar radiofrequency, cryothermal therapy, microwave, laser and ultrasound have been described. All new methods have undergone thorough evaluations; in that course technical systems have been re-designed and surgical approaches were modified. Before reaching a widespread clinical application a thorough analysis in terms of therapeutic benefit and possible complications is required. Several reports have reported success rates leading to reinstitution of atrial rhythm in 60 to 80% of the patients treated. However, there is no overview on possible complications using surgical ablation therapy. In this report we have focused on different energy sources, time of occurrence of postoperative arrhythmias, patient's symptoms and related diagnostic processes. Various published reports of surgical ablation therapy were evaluated with regard to complications that have occurred. In addition, our own extensive experience was considered as well.